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Abstract
KhiyÉr al-TadlÊs basically promotes the concept of justice and fairness, it also provided a practical solution
for both parties that involve in any contractual agreement namely the right to revoke or continue with the
contract, basically it is called as ‘Íaqq al-khiyÉr’. Therefore, this paper attempts to discuss in detail the
right of al-khiyÉr in business transaction as proposed by IslÉm. Therefore, in Islamic Law, Based on the
doctrine of al-khiyÉr, any party who is dissatisfied with his or her contractual agreement, having the right
to reconsider his or her decision in buying or selling something either to continue with such contract or to
revoke it. The act of al-tadlÊs could occur when the seller deliberately deceives or exploits a potential buyer
by any means of trickery, either by word or deed, that consequently influences the ignorant buyer to enter
into the sale and purchase agreement, which finally leads him or her to purchase something what he or she
would not have purchased it otherwise. It is pertinent to note that all four Muslim schools of law, in principal
reject the notion of al-tadlÊs or concealing the defect of the commodity in any business transaction from the
knowledge of the buyer. ×anafÊ jurists consider such act of hiding the defect as a forbidden act, MÉlikÊ
jurists explicitly describe it as the act of tadlÊs. Whilst ShÉfi‘Ê and ×anbalÊ jurists label it as the act of ghishsh
(cheating). This paper will discuss in details various issues in khiyÉr al-Tadlis according to Four SunnÊ
MadhÉhib.
Keywords : TadlÊs, revoke, KhiyÉr, ghishsh, Madhhab, and Jurist.

Introduction
In IslÉm, the theory of economy is comprehensive and inclusive. IslÉm considers human activities as a
deed (Ñamal), therefore, he or she shall be responsible and accountable in the Hereafter (Ékhirat). IslÉm
offers a system which enable to establish a stable and balance economy and balance society. Therefore,
IslÉm prohibits lies, insincerity, dishonest, falsehood, fabrication, deception, and distortion in any business
transaction. IslÉm has considered these behaviors similar to gaining other properties by illicit means (akl
al-mÉl bi al-bÉÏil), AllÉh says:
: ّللا َكانَ ِب ُك ْم رَ حِيما ً [النساء
َ يا أَ ُّيهَا الَّذِينَ آ َم ُنو ْا الَ َتأْ ُكلُواْ أَ ْم َوالَ ُك ْم َب ْي َن ُك ْم ِبا ْلبَاطِ ِل إِال َّ أَن َت ُكونَ تِجَ ارَ ًة عَن َترَ اض مِّن ُك ْم َوالَ َت ْق ُتلُو ْا أَنفُ َس ُك ْم إِنَّ ه
[293
O ye who believe! Eat not up your property among yourselves in vanities, But let there be amongst
you traffic and trade by mutual good will.
In Islamic law, the seller and the buyer should explain the good and bad points of his or her transaction.
Lies and dishonesty in a business deal for instance, will cause the loss of the God’s blessing. In this regard,
the Prophet (SAW) is reported to have stated:
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“……and if both parties (the buyer and the seller) spoke the truth and described the defects and
qualities (of the goods), then they would be blessed in their transaction, and if they told lies and hid
some facts, their transaction would be deprived from AllÉh’s blessing”.4
IslÉm, as religion that promotes justice and fairness, has provided a practical solution for both parties that
involve in any contractual agreement namely the right to revoke or continue with the contract, basically it
is called as ‘Íaqq al-khiyÉr’. Therefore, this paper attempts to discuss in detail the right of al-khiyÉr in
business transaction as proposed by IslÉm. Therefore, in Islamic Law, Based on the doctrine of al-khiyÉr,
any party who is dissatisfied with his or her contractual agreement, having the right to reconsider his or her
decision in buying or selling something either to continue with such contract or to revoke it.
Basically, the theory of KhiyÉr in Islamic transaction aimed at getting rid of, as much risk as possible, and
realizing the fundamental aspiration of Islamic justice to the parties of the contract. This is to ensure that
both the seller and buyer are saved and freed from any form of exploitation and misrepresentation in their
business transactions. At the same time, the theory of option also provides more time for both parties of the
contract to reconsider their deal after the transaction has taken place whether to confirm or to annual such
contract, within a specified given time if they are not satisfied with their transactions. The theory of option
is considered as a useful mechanism for the seller to observe the basic guidelines in his or her business
transaction. Thus, the seller should be ready to face the buyer’s revocation in the event if the sold item does
not fulfill the basic requirements of satisfactory merchandise.
It is important to note that the theory of option apparently violates the well-established Islamic law principle
of sanctity of contract that states all contractual obligations are binding, particularly, when the contracts are
concluded on the basis of mutual voluntary accepted by both parties of the contract. Permissibility of
option, however, justified on the ground of several larger benefits for both contracting parties. Through the
privilege of khiyÉr, the parties to the contract are granted a `reassessment' or `cooling off' period over which
they can rationalize their decisions or reverse their decision. Thus, the possibility of conflicts between the
parties because of their abrupt, irrational and wrong decisions are therefore minimized. In addition to this,
the theory of option is provided to reduce gharar5 or uncertainty, especially under condition of excessive
gharar (ghabn fÉÍish) regarding the article of exchange, and bring it within Islamically acceptable limits.
Basically speaking, in Islamic commercial law, the seller in a sale and purchase agreement is under the
obligation to allow the buyer to inspect or to examine the quality and fitness of the goods to be purchased.
This privilege is given to the buyer, not only before he or she enters into such contractual agreement, but
also after the conclusion of the contract. In Islamic law, the seller is also obliged to ensure that the
commodities to be sold are free from any defects or imperfections. Thus, if there are defects or
imperfections found on those commodities, regardless of whether such defects are discovered before or
after the conclusion of the agreement, IslÉm then grants the privilege of option to the buyer, either to
continue with such agreement or to revoke it, provided such defect or imperfection is originally rooted in
the goods, prior to the contract taking place. In this regard, the Prophet (SAW) is reported to have
mentioned as follows:
. ال يحل لمسلم باع من أخيه بيعا وفيه عيب إال بينه له وفي رواية إال أخبره،المسلم أخو المسلم
“A Muslim is a brother to another Muslim. It is illegal for a Muslim to sell his brother a defective
thing unless he makes it clear to him” and in other report “unless he informed him”.6
Hence, in Islamic law, great emphasis is laid on fairness and good faith in contractual obligations, both at
the stage of formation and performance of the contract. IslÉm offers a unique and ideal perspective of
4
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business ethic to ensure the existence of fair business trading. IslÉm has considered transaction activities
as a part of worship or ‘ibÉdah, if it is exercised in accordance with the spirit of sharÊ‘ah. Thus, a Muslim
trader is rewarded in his or her business activities, provided he or she observes the guidelines of religion.
In Islamic law, the theory of option is regarded as one of the most important remedies available to a victim
of unfair contract in any business transaction. It serves the purpose of relieving the buyer from a binding
transaction. In this regard, Ibn QudÉmah (d. 620 A.H.) maintains that in order to protect a buyer from any
unfair loss, it is obligatory to allow him the right of option in his or her transaction irrespective of the fact
whether the loss was caused by an intentional ()بالنيةor unintentional act ()بغير النية, so long the buyer does
not realize such loss or defect in the merchandise, prior to the contract taking place.
The buyer in Islamic law is not supposed to be cheated in his or her sale or purchase contract and the seller
must ensure the commodities to be sold shall be free from any unknown defect and meet the buyer
expectations and specifications, otherwise the seller will be under God’s anger and His angels will continue
to curse him. In this context, the Prophet (SAW) is reported to have declared as follows:
.من باع عيبا ولم ينبه لم يزل في مقت ّللا أو لم تزل المالئكة تلعنه
“Anyone who sells a defective article without drawing attention to it, he will remain under God’s
anger, or the angels will continue to curse him”.7
Definition of KhiyÉr In Islamic Law
Option or ‘khiyÉr’ is one of the most significant concepts which is widely practiced in Islamic economy.
As ‘Ubayd AllÉh observes, the option or khiyÉr is an important tool of financial engineering. Financial
engineers often use options in the design of new financial contracts or in developing innovative strategies
and solutions for the financial problems such as management of risk8. The origin of khiyÉr is clearly
traceable in the sunnah of the Prophet (SAW), but the elaborate details and subdivisions of ‘khiyÉr’ into
various types have all been developed, as a matter of initiative and ijtiÍÉd, in the juristic writings of our
ÑulamÉ’9.
The word option or khiyÉr could be easily traced in Islamic fiqh and normally covered under the discussion
of sales and contarcts (al-buyË‘ wa al-ÑuqËd). The majority of Muslim jurists from different schools of law
have discussed the theory of option, including its concept, implementation, types and other related issues,
in their juristic writings.
The word option, or in Arabic term, al-khiyÉr is a singular of al-khiyÉrÉt. Literally, it refers to a choice,
alternative or preference10. Technically, there are various definitions given by Muslim jurists. All of these
definitions of khiyÉr are basically referred to the right of option either by the seller or the buyer, to decide
whether to ratify their contractual agreement or to revoke it within a specified given time11. This optional
privilege (Íaqq al-khiyÉr) is of two categories, either it is due to the legal rights or agreed upon by
contracting parties. In this regard, it is of note worthy to mention some of these definitions as expressed by
both classical and contemporary jurists on the definition of khiyÉr.
The Mejelle for example, mentions that khiyÉr refers to the right of option either to annul the contract or to
allow it12. Ibn ‘ÓbidÊn (d. 1252 A.H.) holds that khiyÉr refers to the right of either party of the contract,
either to ratify such contractual agreement or to revoke it13. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr (d. 463 A.H.) while discussing
the optional sale states that when the buyer, for instance, chooses to confirm the contractual agreement,
then his contract is binding, but if he chooses to revoke it, such contract is void. This means that khiyÉr
7
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refers to the right of parties of the contract, to determine either to proceed or revoke such contractual
agreement14. Al-ShirbÊnÊ (d. 977 A.H.) says that the khiyÉr implies the right choosing the better of two
things, between confirming the contractual agreement of rejecting it15. Al-Øan‘ÉnÊ (d. 1182 A.H.) mentions
that khiyÉr means choosing the better of two things, either confirming a particular sale and purchase
agreement or canceling it16. Al-ZarkashÊ (d. 772 A.H.), al-ShaybÉnÊ (d. 1135 A.H.) and Ibn ÖiwayyÉn (d.
1352 A.H.) are of the opinion that khiyÉr means the right of contracting parties to opt between two
preferences, either to confirm the contract or canceal it17.
MaÍmaÎÎÉnÊ (1980) and MadkËr (1955) hold that khiyÉr is a right of buyer or seller to choose either to
confirm the contract or to cancel it due to the legal rights or agreed upon by contracting parties 18. Sayyid
SÉbiq (1990) and ‘AlÊ al-KhafÊf (1996) mention that khiyÉr refers to a choice on the part of the holder of
the right of option, who may either confirm the act or render it void19. Niazi (1990) states khiyÉr means
choice, option or execise of the power of choice, refusal or right of withdrawal20.
Howard (1995) says that khiyÉr means a period of grace in a transaction when revocation is possible
according to the condition of the original arrangement21. Hughes (1885) is of the opinion that khiyÉr refers
to a term used to express a certain period after the conclusion of a bargain, during which either of the parties
may cancel it22. Coulson (1984) draws that option means right of a party unilaterally to cancel a contract
validly concluded. Therefore, according to him, when a party exercises this right he is said to be exercising
an option or al-khiyÉr23. Rayner (1991) mentions that the right of Option is accorded by the fiqh as a
unilateral “choice” to cancel (faskh) or to ratify (imÌÉÒ) in a contract of sale. In the event if the option is to
cancel, the effect is to render the situation as if the contract had never existed24. Gibb and Kramers (1974)
hold that the khiyÉr in general means right of withdrawal a declaration (e.g., one made under compulsion),
and in particular the right to the unilateral cancellation or ratification of a contract, this right can be
conferred by law automatically or agreed upon by the contracting parties25. Delcambre mentions that the
word khiyÉr implies a choice on the part of the holder of the right of the option, who may either confirm
the act or render it void. The legal act containing an option is not void in origin, but its validity is
nevertheless precarious and subject to confirmation26.
Summarizing all the above definitions could be shortly concluded that the right of option is a special
privilege or right given by the Islamic law to both parties of the contract or to one of them, either to continue
with such contract or to cancel it within a certain period of time. This exclusive privilege of option is
granted in two ways; either it is automatically conferred by the sharÊ‘ah and it is called as ‘legal option’, or
by the mutual agreement of both contracting parties and it is called ‘conventional option’. Thus, the sale
and purchase agreement with an option is classified in Islamic law as a valid contractual agreement, but its
validity is subject to confirmation. This implies that if the right of option is possessed by both parties, the
contract is valid but it is not yet binding upon both of them until they have decided to continue with such
contract. However, if the right of option is possessed only by one party of the contract, then such contract
is not binding upon the beneficial of option, but it is absolutely binding upon another.
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There are many categories of KhiyÉrÉt as mentioned by Muslim jurists in their books based on various
evidences found in the aÍÉdÊth of the Prophet (SAW). Here I am going to discuss one category of khiyÉr
namely khiyÉr al-TadlÊs. This category of khiyÉr is considered as one of the most essential type of khiyÉr
that could be found in Islamic Law.
KhiyÉr al-TadlÊs in Islamic Law
Al-TadlÊs or sometimes known as al-taghrÊr in Islamic fiqh basically means an act of the seller to conceal
any defect or imperfection of the commodity from the knowledge of the buyer, whilst the seller realizes
about such defect prior to the contract taking place27. Ibn ManÐËr for example clearly maintains the
meaning of al-tadlÊs in business transaction as follows:
التدليس في البيع هو كتمان عيب السلعة عن المشتري
“Al-tadlÊs in business transaction means concealing the defect of the merchandise
from the buyer’s knowledge28”
Al-BahËtÊ and al-MardÉwÊ29 whilst discussing the theory of al-tadlÊs have extended its meaning to include
both act of concealing the defects in the commodity and pretending to display the poor commodity as
artificially an excellent ones, so that the seller could demand a good price of his or her commodity30.
Some contemporary writers including MuÍammad WafÉ, KÉmil MËsÉ and Wahbah al-ZuÍaylÊ have
attempted to define the meaning of al-tadlÊs. However, their definitions are approximately the same as
proposed by classical Muslim jurists31. Al-QarÌÉwÊ in his book of FatÉwÉ Mu‘ÉÎirah has enhanced the
meaning of al-tadlÊs in business transaction to include any act of concealing the defect of the goods, or
display the goods by the false illustration, or excessive propaganda in advertising the goods, which makes
people purchase some articles without knowing the actual qualities or fitness of them. Al-QarÌÉwÊ holds
as follows :
 وقد يدخل في، تلبيسا على المشترى، تغاير حقيقتها، أو إظهارها بصورة خادعة،التدليس التجاري هو بإخفاء عيوب السلعة
. التي تضلل المشتري عن واقع السلعة،ذلك الدعاية المبالغة فيها
“ Fraud (al-tadlÊs) in business transaction occurs when the seller conceals the defect of the goods,
or he displays the goods by the false illustration, in order to magnetize the potential buyers to buy
the goods. Al-tadlÊs in business transaction sometimes includes any act of excessive propaganda in
advertising the goods, which blinds the buyer from the actual qualities of the goods”32.
Having examined the discussion of classical and contemporary writers in Islamic law regarding the
definition of al-tadlÊs, it shows that the act of al-tadlÊs could occur when the seller deliberately deceives or
exploits a potential buyer by any means of trickery, either by word or deed, that consequently influences
the ignorant buyer to enter into the sale and purchase agreement, which finally leads him or her to purchase
something what he or she would not have purchased it otherwise. It is pertinent to note that all four Muslim
schools of law, in principal reject the notion of al-tadlÊs or concealing the defect of the commodity in any
business transaction from the knowledge of the buyer. ×anafÊ jurists consider such act of hiding the defect
27
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as a forbidden act, MÉlikÊ jurists explicitly describe it as the act of tadlÊs. Whilst ShÉfi‘Ê and ×anbalÊ jurists
label it as the act of ghishsh (cheating)33.
Based on above survey, khiyÉr al-tadlÊs technically means the right of buyer or consumer to ratify or revoke
the contract, when he or she discovers that the seller has involved in any of the following acts:
(i) The act of concealing the defects of the goods from the knowledge of the buyer.
(ii) The act of cheating the buyer about the reality of the commodities. This includes adulteration34,
imitation35 and assimilation36 of the goods.
(iii) Pretending the item to be considered as artificially an excellence article, but it is otherwise like in the
case of al-taÎriyyah of camel, goat or sheep37.
(iv) Exploiting the buyer to purchase the commodities. There are many ways used by sellers, traders and
manufacturers to exploit the buyers or consumers. One of the most common practices in modern business
transaction is by launching misleading and excessive advertisements and publicity campaigns aimed at
deceiving the buyers or consumers in their purchase38.
It is essential to highlight that in Islamic law of transaction, all of above types of tadlÊs (i.e., concealing the
defect, or cheating the buyer, or pretending poor commodity as artificial excellence, and exploiting the
buyer to purchase the inferior commodities) are legally disallowed. This is because such fraudulent acts
would direct the seller to obtain an unlawful income –which is prohibited in Islam-and at the same bringing
injustice against the other party of the contract39. Hence, the buyer or consumer upon discovery of such
fraudulent acts, whether it is in the form of deed or utterance, is immediately given privilege to the right
of option by the virtue of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs, either to accept the goods and continue with such sale and
purchase agreement, or to reject the goods and revoke the contract entirely, and ask the seller to refund his
or her previous payment40.
Wisdom Behind The Legality Of KhiyÉr Al-TadlÊs
There are a lot of advantages while khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is regarded as legal in Islamic transaction. According
to the majority of Muslim jurists, the wisdom behind the legality of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is to ensure that the
buyer does not become a victim of a greedy and unethical seller. In this context, Islamic law permits the
buyer, upon discovery of defect or any other fraudulent acts, to exercise his or her right of option, in order
to eliminate his or her possible loss caused by any act of al-tadlÊs.
According to Islamic law, the seller is supposed to consider the buyer as his fellow Muslim or his fellow
human being, and thus, he should not cheat him or exploit his ignorance of the purchased commodity. It
clearly stated in ØaÍÊÍ Muslim as follows:
“A careful study of business transaction in Islamic law, will reveal the fact that the Holy Prophet
() based business transaction dealings strictly on truth and justice. He strongly disapproved all
transactions which involve any kind of injustice or hardship to the buyer or the seller. He wanted
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that both, the buyer and the seller should be truly sympathetic and considerate towards each other.
One should not take undue advantage of the simplicity or ignorance of the other. The seller should
not think that he has unrestricted liberty to extort as much as possible from the buyer. He has to be
just, he should take his own due and give the buyer what is his. IslÉm, which condemns every kind
of injustice and exploitation in human relations, wants its followers to conduct business in a sublime
spirit of justice, tempered with human kindness. The conduct of the seller in a transaction should
be characterized not only by inÎÉf (justice), but also by iÍsÉn (magnanimity)”41.
Hence, the rationale behind the legality of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs highlights that the concept of justice, fairness,
trustworthy and sincerity in business transaction is the essence of the contractual obligation in Islamic point
of view. Further in this context, it was reported in one ÍadÊth that the Prophet (SAW) once passed a heap
of grain, and he put his hand inside its midst and felt moisture, he asked the owner of the grain “ O owner
of the grain what is this?” He replied: “Rain had fallen on it, O AllÉh’s Messenger”. The Prophet () then
said: “ if this is the case, why did you not put it (the damp part) on the top of the foodstuff, so that people
might see it? The Prophet (SAW) concluded by making a clear remark: “Whoever practices fraud is not
one of us”42.
The Muslim jurists have put forward many ÉÍÉdÊth which indicate that trustfulness and sincerity are
encouraged in business transaction. The Prophet () is reported to have praised truthful traders, the Prophet
said:
“The truthful merchant is rewarded by being ranked, on the day of Resurrection together with the
Prophet, the truthful ones, the martyrs and the pious people”43.
In another ÍadÊth, the Prophet (SAW) is reported to have denounced against the insincere traders by saying:
“O traders (three times)! Surely you will be resurrected on the day of judgement as transgressors
(fujjÉr), except him who is dutiful and honest”44.
ImÉm al-GhazÉlÊ in this context mentions that the pious generation of companions and their followers (alÎaÍÉbah wa al-tÉbi‘Ën), have not understood the message of these aÍÉdÊth (i.e., truthfulness, honesty,
establishing justice, disclosing defects and etc), as merely good virtues or moral qualities or moral
excellences (al-faÌÉ’il wa ziyÉdat al-maqÉmÉt) in business transaction. Nevertheless, they have understood
the message of these aÍÉdÊth as being an obligation and religious duties that should be practically translated
in their daily business transaction45.
The Act Of Al-TadlÊs In Islamic Perspective
In Islamic law, any act of al-tadlÊs that fraudulently exploits or manipulates the buyer to enter into a
contractual agreement is strictly forbidden46. Muslim jurists justify that there are many aÍÉdÊth which the
Prophet () explicitly interdicted such conduct of al-tadlÊs which caused by deliberately concealing the
defect of the commodities from the purchaser’s knowledge. Some of these aÍÉdÊth are as follows :
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(i) “One Muslim is brother to another fellow Muslim, Thus, it is illegal for him to sell an article to
his brother, if he knows that it has a defect, unless he informs his brother of that defect”47.
(ii) “ …If both the parties spoke the truth and described the defects and qualities of the goods, then
they would be blessed in their transaction, and if they told lies and concealed something, then the
blessing of their transaction would be lost”48.
(iii) “It is illegal for one Muslim who sells a slave, or a goods, or a house, or a gold, or a silver, or
any other articles, and he knows that it has a defect, unless he informs the buyer about such defect.
However, if he does not inform the buyer, and conceal about such defective article, he will remain
under God’s anger, and angels continue cursing him”49.
Ibn Rushd and al-ShirbÊnÊ concisely mention in their books pertaining the prohibition of concealing the
defects of the goods. Ibn Rushd for example maintains as follows:
“Prohibition of concealing the defects of the goods is rooted in the Qur’Én and in the Sunnah of the
Prophet. This has been clearly stated in the Qur’Én that misappropriating other people properties is
prohibited. The Prophet also mentioned during the Íajj al-wadÉ‘ (farewell pilgrimage) that
misappropriating other properties is unlawful act, and therefore it should be avoided by all
Muslims. In this regard, concealing the defects is considered as a kind of misappropriating other
properties through unlawful means that has been prohibited by the Islamic law”50.
Al-ShirbÊnÊ holds in his book as follows:
“It is illegal for a Muslim trader to sell an article, if he knows about the defect in the article, unless
he discloses all the defects to the buyer, so that the buyer will not be a victim of sale contract, by
buying a defective article. This is a religious responsibility that is rooted in the ÍadÊth of the Prophet
(SAW) as narrated by both BukhÉrÊ and Muslim. The Prophet (SAW) remarks that whoever
deceives in business transaction is not one of his people. The Prophet () also remarks in another
ÍadÊth that it is illegal for a Muslim to conceal any defect in the goods from the knowledge of the
buyer. Therefore, it is a religious duty for a seller or any other people, who knows about the defects
of the goods, to disclose them from the buyer’s knowledge, and give the buyer a sincere advice”51.
ImÉm al-GhazÉli mentions in his book of IÍyÉ’ ‘UlËm al-DÊn, the companions (ÎaÍÉbah) of the Prophet
(SAW) and the pious ancestors (al-salaf al-ÎÉliÍ) were of the opinion that disclosing the defects of the
goods is regarded as a sincere advice, and it is a religious obligation towards his fellow Muslim, or his
fellow human being. In relation to this, one companion namely JarÊr Ibn ‘Abd AllÉh (d. 52 A.H.) reported
that when he sold something to the buyer, he would disclose all the defects of the goods, then said to the
buyer : “If you please you may take it together with all the defects, if you displease you may leave it”. Then
somebody came and said to him: “If you continue to sell your goods in this manner, surely you shall not be
able to sell any of them”. JarÊr Ibn ‘Abd AllÉh then responded to him by saying: “This is the way how we
were taught by the Prophet (SAW) during his days. The Prophet (SAW) advised us to disclose all the defects
of the goods to the buyer”52.
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Legality Of KhiyÉr Al-TadlÊs
As far as the legality of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is concerned, majority of Muslim jurists from different school of
law are of the opinion that khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is valid. According to them, the basic validity of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs
is based on the ÍadÊth of al-muÎarrah53.
In this regard, AbË Hurayrah has narrated the ÍadÊth, which the Prophet (SAW) is reported to have
mentioned:
 وأن شاء ردها وصاع تمر، إن شاء أمسك، فمن ابتاعها بعد فإنه بخير النظرين بعد أن يحلبها،ال تصروا االءبل والغنم
“Do not keep camels and sheep unmilked for a long time, for whoever buys them after that has
two options after he milks them. If he pleases with them, he keeps them and if he is displeased
with them, he can return them to the owner along with one ÎÉ‘ of dates”54.
In another ÍadÊth, the Prophet (SAW) has stated as follows:
“Whoever buys a sheep unmilked for a long time, has the right of option for three days”55.
‘Abd AllÉh Ibn Mas‘Ëd in this regard has said:
“Beware of keeping animals unmilked for a long time (al-muÍaffalÉt), so as to get a higher price
when selling them. Surely, it is deception or cheating (al-khilÉbah), and for a Muslim it is not
permissible to cheat”56.
In principal, the above-mentioned aÍÉdÊth indicate that the Prophet (SAW) forbade any act of manipulation
and exploitation the buyer. The Propthet (SAW) warned the vendors against cheating in business
transaction of animals, especially by keeping them unmilked for few days, in order to have greater benefit
from the transaction57. In this case, the seller normally would leave these animals for a few days by strapping
the teat of the animals (i.e., a camel, or goat, or sheep), in order to manipulate the buyer that the camel,
goat or sheep is from a dairy cattle, so that the seller may sell those unmilked animals with good prices58.
Al-SubkÊ, Ibn NaqÊb al-MiÎrÊ, Ibn ‘ÓbidÊn, al-ShirbÊnÊ and other Muslim jurists arrive at the conclusion
that the act of al-taÎriyyah, with the intention of increasing the amount of animal’s milk at the moment of
sale, so that the seller may increase its price, is a fraudulent act and it is entirely forbidden because it creates
a false impression in the mind of the potential buyer pertaining such muÎarrah which finally drive them to
purchase such animals59.
In the light of the above-mentioned aÍÉdÊth relates to al-taÎriyyah, MÉlikÊ, ShÉfi‘Ê and ×anbalÊ jurists are
of the opinion that the buyer is entitled to the right of option in respect to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs, when he discovers
that there is an act of al-taÎriyyah of the camel, goat, sheep and other animals. According to them, upon
discovery of such defect, the buyer is immediately entitled to have two choices: i)- The buyer may accept
the commodities together with the defect and pay the full price60. ii) - The buyer may reject the goods and
ask the seller to refund his previous payment61. In this context, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr clearly writes as follows:
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“Anyone who purchased muÎarrah camel or goat or sheep, provided the buyer does not know
about such act of taÎriyyah, thus, the buyer is entitled to the right of option, either to accept such
muÎarrah or to revoke it. If the buyer decided to revoke such contract, he or she has to return it
along with one ÎÉ‘ of dates”62.
It is worth mentioning that one ÎÉ‘ of dates as mentioned in the ÍadÊth is a compensation amount of the
quantity of used milk that the buyer needs to refund to the seller before he is entitled to revoke the contract.
Nevertheless, if the milk remains in a good quality, then the buyer may bring it to the vendor and the seller
is bound to accept it63.
×anafÊ jurists, despite their acceptance of the general doctrine of al-tadlÊs in business transaction, however,
do not allow the buyer to revoke the contract in respect to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs which relates to al-taÎriyyah are
of the opinion that according to the theory of surety (al-ÌamÉn) in Islamic point of view, compensation
must resemble either the same article of the damaged or used commodity, or the same value of it.
Nonetheless, as explicitly stated in the ÍadÊth of al-taÎriyyah, if the buyer is not satisfied with the newly
purchased muÎarrah, he or she may return it to the vendor along with one ÎÉ‘ of dates, which contradicts
to the theory of al-ÌamÉn in Islamic law.
In addition, ×anafÊ jurists claim that one ÎÉ‘ of dates is neither similar with the amount of milk used, nor to
its value. Thus, in the ×anafÊ school of law when the buyer has purchased the animals and later discovers
that such animals are of taÎriyyah in nature, then the buyer is entitled to ask the seller to compensate the
actual value of defect64.
It is important to bear in mind that this ÍadÊth of al-muÎarrah is originally considered to be the basis validity
of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs in Islamic law. Hence, majority of Muslim jurists have discussed the issue of al-tadlÊs
on the ground of this ÍadÊth. Nonetheless, through analogical reasoning, other than this taÎriyyah type,
there are other types of al-tadlÊs, especially in our modern commercial activities which produce the same
effect of al-taÎriyyah. Abandoning its types and categories, Islamic law grants the buyer with the privilege
of option in respect to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs, either to continue with such contract or to revoke it, provided the
buyer has entered into such tadlÊs contract unknowingly and unintentionally .
The Condition Of Valid Option In Respect To KhiyÉr Al-TadlÊs
In Islamic law, there are several conditions for the corroboration of tadlÊs or taghrÊr in any business
transaction. Thus, upon fulfillment of the following conditions, the buyer is allowed to exercise his or her
right of option in respect to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs. These essential conditions are as follows:
(a) The buyer is in ignorance of such act of tadlÊs
According to Muslim jurists, the buyer or consumer is allowed to exercise the right of option in respect to
khiyÉr al-tadlÊs, if he or she has been unaware of fraudulent act (tadlÊs), prior to the contract taking place.
This means that if the buyer or consumer notices about the fraudulent act (tadlÊs), before both parties enter
into contractual agreement, but the buyer deliberately continues with such contract and agrees to purchase
such commodity, then the buyer should bear the consequence of tadlÊs on his or her own. Thus, the buyer
is not entitled to the right of option in the light of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs65.
(b) TadlÊs which is authentic or real
The Muslim jurists hold that tadlÊs or fraudulent act that occurs in the goods must be authentic and real. In
this context, the option of tadlis act is invalid if the buyer or consumer only assumes about the fraudulent
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act or defect in the goods. However, after checking the goods, there is no such actual defect, or genuine
fraudulent act found in the goods, then the seller or consumer is not entitled to exercise his or her right of
option in respect to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs66.
(c) TadlÊs that impairs the value of the commodity
The Muslim jurists stress that the buyer is allowed to exercise the right of option if he or she discovers
tadlÊs that occurs in the purchased commodity affects the actual value of such commodity. Nevertheless, if
such act of tadlÊs does not reduce the price of the commodity or its value, then the buyer is not entitled to
revoke the contract. This is because, there is no harm or loss on buyer’s side67. Some ShÉfi‘Ê jurists including
al-SubkÊ, however, is of the opinion that the act of fraud (tadlÊs) itself is considered as a kind of the defect
(‘ayb) that entitles the buyer to revoke the contract68.
(d) Irremovable tadlÊs or defect
According to the Islamic law of transaction the buyer is also entitled to the right of option in the case of
tadlÊs if the defect which occurs as a result of tadlÊs has permanently remained together with the goods.
This implies that if the seller, after realizing about the defect or fraudulent act in the goods, could remove
it from the goods, then the buyer is not entitled to exercise his right of option on the ground of khiyÉr altadlÊs. There is no point to revoke the contract if the purchased commodity no longer has the defect69.
(e) The buyer does not consent with such defect that resulted from the act of tadlÊs.
It is clearly stated by the Islamic transaction, in the case if the buyer discovers the defect of the commodity
that is originally rooted from the act of tadlÊs and he or she does not consent with such defect, then the
buyer is entitled to exercise the right of option. However, if he consents with such defect then he is not
entitled to the right of option in respect to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs70.
It is worth mentioning that majority of Muslim jurists are of the opinion that the buyer in respect to khiyÉr
al-tadlÊs is entitled to the right of option, either such act of tadlÊs is deliberately intended by the seller or
otherwise. This is because the consequence of the tadlÊs in both circumstances are equally bear the same
result71.
Duration Of Option In KhiyÉr Al-TadlÊs
As far as the duration of option of Khiyr al-TadlÊs is considered, the jurists from the different school of
laws are of different opinions as follows:
(a) The maximum duration of three days
MÉlikÊ, some ShÉfi‘Ê and ×anbalÊ jurists maintain that the right of option in relation the khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is
extended to the maximum duration of three days. This implies that when the buyer discovers the defect in
the merchandise, the buyer or consumer should return it to the seller within three days. In contrast, if the
buyer fails to return the goods within three days, without valid excuses, the right of option in khiyÉr altadlÊs is no longer valid72. Ibn ×ajar al-‘AsqalÉnÊ for example mentioned in his book of BulËgh al-MarÉm
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that there is ÍadÊth which clearly states three days as the maximum duration of option73, because normally
it would take three days to prove the real fact to access the actual quantity of the milk in the udder74.
(b) Instantaneous or immediate without any delay (‘alÉ al-fawr)
Eventhough this issue is not being discussed by the majority of jurists, this issue is mentioned as the second
opinion of ShÉfi‘Ê jurists as explicitly stated in MughnÊ al-MuÍtÉj and RawÌat al-ÙÉlibÊn that the right of
option in khiyÉr al-tadlÊs must be exercised immediately without delay (‘alÉ al-fawr)75.
(c) Gradual (‘alÉ al-tarÉkhÊ)
While the other jurists have not discussed this, however, it is of noteworthy to point out that this is the
second opinion of jurists from ×anbalÊ school of law. According to them, the duration of option in khiyÉr
al-tadlÊs, for the fraudulent act cases, other than the case of al-taÎriyyah, could be exercised in gradual
within the reasonable period of time76.
Based on above survey on the issue of the duration of option, it is submitted here that the second opinion
of the ShÉfi‘Ê jurists is preferred. Thus, upon discovery of the fraudulent act (tadlÊs) or defect in any
commodity, the buyer is immediately obliged to inform the seller about his or her intention to revoke the
contract. This is because, by immediate revocation, the purchaser of the defective product as a result of
fraudulent act has strong evidence to convince the vendor that the defect discovered in the subject-matter
of the goods was an old latent defect that originally incorporated together with the commodity as a result
of tadlÊs or fraudulent act, prior to the contract taking place. On contrary, if the buyer is allowed to postpone
the revocation at any length, such assurance consequently would affect both the seller and the buyer. The
seller may for instance, has used the price paid by the buyer for some other reasons, thus, he or she is
perhaps reluctant to reimburse the buyer his previous payment. Similarly, the buyer may be questioned by
the seller the reason why such revocation has taken place after long time. Thus, it could be hard to prove to
the seller that the defect that occurred in the commodity was an old defect as a result of fraudulent act and
not otherwise. There is no point for buyer to postpone such contractual revocation, unless for valid and
legal excuses.

Relation Between KhiyÉr Al-TadlÊs And KhiyÉr Al-‘Ayb
Before concluding the discussion of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs, it is important to bear in mind that the doctrine of
khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is to be held that there are similarities with the doctrine of khiyÉr al-‘ayb. Both options offer
the buyer the right of accepting or rejecting the articles, upon discovery of certain defects in the goods.
Therefore, Muslim jurists who discuss the issue of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs or khiyÉr al-taghrÊr would normally
relate it in the discussion of khiyÉr al-‘ayb. However, the essence of difference between these two options
is that the seller in relation to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is normally, at full knowledge about the defect of the goods.
Thus, the seller in the light of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs, deliberately conceals the defect of the goods from the
knowledge of the buyer, prior to the contract taking place. In addition, the seller also completely realizes
that his or her article to be sold is not up to the standard of satisfaction of the buyer (i.e., in the case of almuÎarrah), then he or she manipulates the article and demonstrates to the buyer that the article to be
purchased is artificially an excellent one. In contrast, the seller in the light of khiyÉr al-‘ayb, may or may
not realize about the defect of the goods, prior to the contract taking place. This implies that khiyÉr al-‘ayb
is more general than khiyÉr al-tadlÊs. The defect in khiyÉr al-‘ayb could be or could not be realized by the
seller, prior to the contract taking place. Nevertheless, the defect of the goods, in relation to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs
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is explicitly noticed by the seller, prior to the agreement taking place. Hence, there is no issue of unknown
defect in respect to khiyÉr al-tadlÊs 77.
Coulson mentions in his book that khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is normally exercised by the buyer where the options of
defect (khiyÉr al-‘ayb), option at sight (khiyÉr al-ru’yah), and option of description (khiyÉr al-waÎf) cannot
properly be invoked. Coulson also adds that fraud in business transaction according to Islamic law is a
serious moral wrong. He writes as follows:
“ Where the options of defect, sight and description cannot properly be invoked, a final option to
rescind the contract exists in some cases where the disappointed party can establish that his
agreement was obtained by the deceit or willful misrepresentation (tadlÊs) of the other party. Fraud
is most certainly a serious moral wrong in the contemplation of Islamic jurisprudence. Exhortations
towards honesty and good faith in commercial dealings abound in the Qur’Én”78.
It is worth mentioning that the act of embellishing or beautifying (taÍsÊn) the subject-matter of the sale is
not regarded as al-tadlÊs, unless if it is associated by hiding the defect, or promoting artificially quality
goods. AbË Ghuddah in this regard maintains as follows:
“It is not considered as al-tadlÊs, if the seller embellishes (taÍsÊn) the article in order to improve
its appearance. Beautification of an article could be, by making it to be in order, or placing it in
certain position to be nicely seen, or decorating it in order to attract the people to buy it. These all
acts are permissible, so long as there is no act of concealing the defect of the goods, or manipulating
the bad articles to be artificially an excellence ones79.
It is also pertinent to be noted that both khiyÉr al-tadlÊs and khiyÉr al-‘ayb are regarded as legal right, where
the buyer is immediately granted the right of option, upon discovery of fraudulent acts or defect of the
goods, after the contract taking place. Legal right in this context, implies that the buyer does not require to
stipulate during the contractual agreement about the buyer’s right of option khiyÉr al-tadlÊs and khiyÉr al‘ayb during the majlis al-‘aqd80.
Conclusion
As far as the doctrine of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs or al-taghrÊr is concerned, majority of jurists are of the opinion
that it is valid. The legitimacy of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs is basically proven on the ground of the Prophet ÍadÊth of
al-muÎarrah. In relation to the theory of al-tadlÊs or al-taghrÊr, it is unanimously accepted by all Muslim
jurists that any deed or utterance that aims at exploiting or manipulating the innocent party of the contract
is considered as fraudulent act and it is forbidden. In Islamic law of transaction, it is not permitted for
example, a seller conceals the defect of the goods from the knowledge of the buyer, or adulterates the goods,
or imitates the goods, or mixes the goods or any other fraudulent acts aim at cheating or deceiving the buyer
in his or her business transaction.
The sellers, traders and manufacturers in Islamic point of view, are morally and religiously responsible in
their business transaction, to convey the truth and disclose all the defects of the goods to the buyer, prior to
the contract taking place. This is the way of business practices as conducted by the noble companions of
the Prophet and their followers in the history of IslÉm. It is worth mentioning that the sellers, traders and
manufacturers are free to enhance their marketing strategies or plans, but it should be operated within the
framework of sharÊ‘ah.
In Islamic point of view, all fraudulent acts in business transaction, are considered as cheating people and
misappropriating their properties by illicit means. It is agreed by all jurists that, a true Muslim businessman,
is he who avoids himself from adopting such deceptive tricks and practices in his or her business transaction.
Even the Prophet () does not recognize whoever deceives in business transaction to be considered as one
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of his people81. Thus, IslÉm as a religion that propagates the absolute honesty in business and truthfulness
in trade, expects the buyer and the seller to look upon each other as Muslim brethren or fellow human
beings. This means each tries to the utmost of his capacity and sincerity in helping and serving the other.
In this regard, ImÉm al-GhazÉlÊ advises any Muslim people who wishes to involve in business transaction,
should, at first, acquire a through understanding of the rules and responsibilities in business transactions as
codified in Islamic law. He further points out that without such comprehensive understanding of rules and
ethics in business transaction, a particular Muslim who adopts trade as his profession, will go astray and
fall into serious lapses making his earning unlawful82. It is essential to bear in mind that the ultimate
purpose of business transaction in Islamic law is to devote AllÉh, by safeguarding the public interest and
avoiding all kinds of evil motives prohibited by the Islamic law.
There are number of fraudulent acts occur in our business transaction today, which aim at cheating and
exploiting the buyers or consumers to enter into such contracts. One of the most common unethical practices
in modern business transaction, is deceiving the buyers or consumers by launching misleading
advertisements and publicity campaigns. This includes free gifts offers, discount vouchers, special offers,
cheap sales and discounts, clearance stocks or sales, one day sale, warehouse sales, weekend sales and
attractive packaging sales. Sellers, or in some cases, giant business firms are spending enormous amount
of money on these type of commercial advertisements. The actual products rarely match the standard and
specification mentioned in the advertising messages and offers. It is important to remember that there are
many cases, where the `cheap sales` may actually be `cheat sales` and the `free gifts sale` may turn out to
be ‘expensive sale’.
Furthermore, salesmen and business traders generally have a tendency to motivate their consumers by false
eulogy, concealment of defects, fraudulent swearing, adulteration and misrepresentation. All of these
fraudulent acts, either by deed or utterence, are strongly condemned by Islamic law and considered as
unlawful acts and they are prohibited, similar to the case of al-taÎriyyah. Therefore, In Islamic transaction,
there is no scope for concealment of defects, false advertising, adulteration, fraudulent swearing, unethical
exploitation and fraudulent misrepresentation.
In this circumstance, Islamic law draws a very practical and realistic solution to protect the buyers or
consumers from such fraudulent acts. The buyers or consumers, on account of such fraudulent acts, are
given special right of option by the virtue of khiyÉr al-tadlÊs, either to continue with such contract or revoke
it and ask the seller to refund their previous payment.
Wassalamuakum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh
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